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Limoges enamels- Some "signatures" and "dates": problems for the scientist?
HuGH TA fT

Once the historian has identified (in order ofpriority) the outstanding key issues, then a series
of programmes of scientific investigation, each targeting expertly chosen related objects
(wherever located), would offer the best chance ofresolving the current uncertainties that
bedevil the study ofLimoges painted enamels ofthe Renaissance.
To illustrate my reasons for urging the adoption of specifically targeted programmes of
scientific investigation, I have selected the first ofthree major issues that have emerged from
my long period of curatorship ofthe British Museum 's Iarge and varied collection and my many
privileged study visits to public and private collections around the world . These three issues
are discussed more fully in the forthcoming Volume IV ofmy five volume Waddesdon Bequest
Cataloque (British Museum) which is subtitled 'Les Arts du Feu', but the briefresume
presented here will suffice to demonstrate the fundamental nature ofthe problems that permate
the study of this subject.
The three issues are:
(1) the controversial dating ofthe earliest Limoges workshop poins:on (in conjunction with
the undated advent ofthe transparent contre-email) and ofthe unique Aeneid set (more than
75) by an anonymaus enameller;
(2) the true age ofsome so-called 'signatures' and 'dates' (poins:ons and painted, either in gold
or in colours);
(3) the evidence provided by a specific type of sophisticated enamel restoration ( dating from
the nineteenth century) and its value as a means for establishing the nineteenth century
origin of suspected 'fakes' .
There are no contemporary documents recording the evolution of techniques used by the
Limoges enamellers between the late 15th century and the middle ofthe 16th century, when
the production ofpainted ename ls became established as a new and successful form ofthe old
craft of enamelling on copper.
The early enamellers covered the reverse of each copper plaque with a thick coating of opaque
enamel. This process helped to minimise the harrnful effects ofthe expansion and contraction
ofthe copper (during the many heating and cooling stages) and so reduce the risk ofthe painted
enamel scene (on the obverse) becoming cracked and tlawed. At some unknown date, the
leading workshops in Limoges abandoned this traditional practice ofusing a thick, uneven ,
muddy, opaque enamel on the reverse of each copper plaque in favour of a colourless, transparent contre-email, or, as it is often called, fondant. Neither the name ofthe innovator nor the
date of this new technique is recorded.
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Fig. 1: Plaque with coat-of-arms of Jean de Langeac (Bishop ofLimoges from 1533-1541) and
(in gold) 'LL 1536' . H . 0,152; L. 0 ,205) . British Museum
The enameller of the plaque ofthe Seven Sorrows of the Virgin in the Frick Collection, New York,
which is dated 1533, still employed an opaque contre-email (see Verdier 1977, pp. 83-9), but no
otherexample bearing a laterdate was known (see Marquetde Vasselot 1921 , p. 185, fn. 3). Today,
several other dated specimens covering the period 1536- 1549 can be cited as reliable evidence
that opaque contre-email continued in use. Firstly, Leonard Limosin, whose powerful patron at
the French courtwas Jean deLangeac (Bishop ofLimoges from 1533 until his death in July 1541),
enamelled two plaques with scenes from the life of St. Anthony, each very prominently displaying
the Bishop 's coat-of-arms and each very modestly signed (in gold), 'LL 1536'; on these two
p1aques, made for Fran<;:ois I's trusted counsellor and ambassadorial representative on severa1
foreign diplomatic missions, Leonard Limosin has not used a clear flux contre-email (Baratte 1993,
p. 39, col. pl. 16-17; British Museum, reg. no. 1913, 12-20; 1922, 7-7, I). Secondly, a tall reetangular
plaque signed by the Master N.B. and dated 1543 has a typical opaque contre-email (presented
in 1880 to the British Museum by Sir A.W. Franks; reg. no. 80, 2-2 , 3).1t depicts the 'Ascension '
scene and originally formed part of a set of plaques several of which have survived, each having
the same measurements (29 cm x 19,5 cm) and a similar opaque contre-email; one example in the
British Museum in the plaque depicting 'The Betrayal' (reg. no. 1913, 12-20, 73), while another
representing 'Christ before Ciaphas ' , is still in an English private collection, having formerly been
lent by Lord Delamere to the Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition of 1857. Two further scenes,
the 'Ecce Homo' and the 'Resurrection' , are depicted on plaques from this set and each is signed
N.B. and dated 1543 (see E. Du Sommerard, Cataloque des objets d'art ... et de Ia Renaissance
au Musee des ThermesetdeI ' Hotel de Cluny, Paris 1883 , nos 4631-2); they are now preserved
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Fig. 2: Three plaques from a set of 'The life ofChrist' by the Master 'NB' and dated '1543'; the
initials and date are in gold. British Museum

at the Musee National de Ia Renaissance, Chateau d' Ecouen; arecentcheck has confirmed that
the contre-email on both pieces is opaque. Littleis known about this anonymous master, 'N.B. ' ,
but he has been described working in the manner of Leonard Limos in (see Verdier 1967, p. 176).
Thirdly, one ofhis more famous and distinguished contemporaries in Limoges- Jean Il Penicaud
-was still using an opaque contre-email six years later; for example, his !arge g1isaille and gilt plaque
of 'St. Luke' (20 cm x 18,3 cm), which has been in the Victoria and Albert Museum since 1873,
has a thick opaque grey contre-email and yet it is signed and dated 'I. PENICAULT 1549'.
Furthermore, Jean II Penicaud's two companion plaques- 'St. Matthew' and 'St. John'- which
belong to the same set- have a similar thick, uneven, opaque grey contre-email: they are now
in the British Museum (reg. no. 1913, 12-20, 8 and 9).
The evidence, therefore, suggests that although certain enamellers du ring the later thirthies were
applying a clear flux to the reverse oftheir copper pl aques, a few of which are signed and dated,
such as Pierre Reymond 's 'The Bad Shepherd' plaque dated 1537 in the Walters Art Gallery
(see Verdier 1967 , pp. 213-5 , col. pl.), nevertheless other enamellers continued to use - but
perhaps not exclusively- an opaque contre-email until the middle of the century.
One of the advantages of using a clear flux on the reversewas that each copper plaque could
bestruck with a poin<;on or punch-mark and it would remain visible through the contre-email
at the end of the firing process. The evidence suggests that the Penicaud family were, perhaps,
the most keen of all the Limoges workshops to use this kind of distinguishing mark. The poin<;on
had always tobe punched on the copper before the contre-email was applied- and hence, before
the enameller had begun to work on his piece. Therefore, the poin<;on is neither an individual ' s
signature nor is it struck to give approval ofthe finished product. In these two respects, it differed
from the marks on contemporary Renaissance goldsmiths ' wprk, for, in that trade, the silver
products in their final decorated state were not only sent tobe assayed and marked to indicate
that the purity of the silver was above the required minimum standard but they also bore the
marker 's mark. Many other contemporary metal-workers (clock and watchmakers, armourers,
instrument makers, etc.) used punch-marks to identify their finished work but no document has
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Fig. 3: Detail ofthe Penicaud poincon on the
reverse ofthe Taillefer Collection plaque of
'Le Christ de Pitie'. Musee municipal de
L.E_veche, Limoges

Fig. 4: The Spitzer Collection plaque of 'Le
Christ de Pitie' and, most recently, sold in
1995 as "in 16th ccntury style". Courtcsy of
Sotheby & Co.

yet been found in Limoges or Paristhat sheds any light on this apparently inconsistent attempt
- following upon the adoption of a transparent flux for the contre-email- to mark the copper
plaques that were waiting to be enamelled in the various workshops of Limoges. The precise
significance ofthese poin<;ons, how they may relate to individual enamellers, and why there
are variations in the number oftimes a place isstruck with the identical punch, are all aspects
that have yet tobe resolved.
However, the poin<;on in the form of a 'P und er a crown' has long been accepted as the Penicaud
workshop stamp. Unfortunately, the Penicaud dynasty of enamellers spans several generations
and there is no certainty about the exact period during which the poincon was in use.
Surprisingly, the first appearance oftbis poin<;on has been dated much earlier than the late 1530's
because it has been found on three almost identical plaques of' LeChrist de Pitie' depicted in
the Late Gothic tradition. They have been dated to "1 er quart du XVI siecle" but are, neve11heless,
fired with a transparent contre-email:(i) The Taillefer Collection (Limoges) plaque: condition_excellent. It bears one poin<;on ( clearly
struck). First recorded in 1885 (Bull. Soc. Arch. Limousin, vol.XXXTII, p. 80)
Published by Marquet de Vasselot, 1921, p. 349, no . 192, pl. LXXVII.
Purchased in 1984 by Musee municipal de l'Eveche, Limoges (see Marcheix, 1986, p. 64,
pl. XX ; Notin, 1992, p. 139, no. 12, col. pl. 10).
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Fig. 5: Plaque from The Aeneid set: by an
anonymaus enameller; date uncertain.
British Museum

(ii)

Fig. 6: The woodcut, first printed in 1502 in
Strasbourg, was the source copied with only
minor changes. British Museum

The Spitzer Collection (Paris) plague: condition excellent. It bears 4 poins;ons, each clearly
struck, and one spoilt poins;on (in the centre, but not legible).
First recorded in "Exposition de Limoges en 1886" (listed as lent by Spitzer); also,
mentioned by L. Bourdery in his review ofthe 'Exposition' (Bull. Soc. Arch. Limousin,
vol. XXXV, 1888, p. 35, fn I t
First illustrated in 1891 (La Collection Spitzer, vol. 2, p. 23, no. 9, where the four legible
poins;ons are catalogued as " Je monogramme de Nardon Penicaud" but where it is also
noted that " il est a supposer qu'elle n'est pas de lui, mais de l' un de ses successeurs".).
Sold in 1893 (Spitzer Coll. Sale Catalogue (Paris), no. 425 , pl. Xlll) .
Publi shed by Marquet de Yasselot, 1921 , p. 349, where the brief description states:
"Contre-email en fondant, laissant voir Je poins;on des Penicaud, repete quatre fois". This
plaquewas in London (the Cyrol Humphris Collection) before being sold by Sotheby's
New York (11th Jan., 1995, Iot 149) as an enamel plaque "in 16th century style"- i.e.
catalogued by Sotheby's as a modern fake. The Sale Catalogue, also, included a printed
estimate ( as normal) and the low figure retlected Sotheby 's acknowledgement of its 19th
century origin; it omitted, however, any mention of the four poincons on the reverse.
Purehase by a private collector.

(iii) The Beurdeley Collection (France) plague: Condition excellent.
Tt bears one poins;on (clearly struck). First recorded in 1878 (see A. Darcel, ' Le Moyen Age
et La Renaissance au Trocadero ', Gazette des Beaux-Arts, 1878, II , p. 300), Bequeathed
in 1894 to Musee des Beaux-Arts, Caen (legs Lefebvre de Sancy). lt was not known to
Marquet de Vasselot, although he did refer to Darcel's record of the plaque in 1878 (see
Marquet de Yasselot, 1921, p. 350).
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After the recent exceptionally good opportunities for closely studying this evidence, certain
disturbing features (including certain colours in the palette used, certain facial characteristics,
and certain misinterpretations of compositional details) led me to conclude in I 994 that the three
plaques now seemed unlikely to be older than the 19th century.
Ifthese three plaques were, indeed, post 1859 fakes , then the link with the Spitzer Collection
was likely tobe ofthe greatest significance. Spitzer ( 1815-90), who had moved his headquarters
from Vienna to Paris in 1852, was a colossus among dealers and the source of a very great many
fakes (in many different media). By the 1860s, he had cleverly gained the confidence of
collectors internationally and, significantly, none ofthese three plaques can be traced back
beyond 1878. Furthermore, the composition ofthe scene, 'Le Christ de Pitü\', is slavishly copied
trom a late-15th century painted enamel (see Marquet de Vasselot, 1921, p. 349, where he states
that "ainsi simplifiee,cette composition est identique a celles des emaux tardifs de I' atelier du
pretendu Monvaerni (Liste, nos 47 , 48, et 49)" . The right-wing ofthe Basilewsky Collection
Triptych, aquired by The Hermitage , St. Petersburg, in 1884 (inv. no . F. 277 - see 0.
Dobroklonskaya, 1969, no. I, pl. I - 3), is a widely accepted Late Gothic version ; more recently
it was- perhaps correctly- attributed to Jean I Penicaud, c. 1480 -c. 1541 (see Verdier 1977,
p. 68). This Triptych, which became part ofthe impressive collection of enamels formed in Paris
by Alexander Basilewsky (born 1829), would, without doubt, have been sent (for cleaning and
re-mounting) to a Parisian workshop, where some faker would have had the opportunity to copy
it, adding (with an easily made faked punch) the Penicaud poinc;on and the transparent contreemail. The aim, therefore would have been to supply the collectors' market with a new (and,
no doubt, expensive) rare piece of evidence that appeared to establish a much earlier date for
the introduction of this technique and the use of the poinc;on. Such an intellectually wellinformed deception is entirely in keeping with everything that is now known about Spitzer's
large-scale operation and his method of introducing these fakes of documentary significance
on to the art market (see Tait 1991 , pp. 216-8, 225 , 264-5 , 321 -6,350-2).
Since the 'discovery' and publication ofthese three plaques of'Le Christ de Pitie' in the period,
1878- 1886, at least one closely related enamel has come to light. It is the unprovenanced small
medallion of 'The Pieta' in the Late Gothic tradition (Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore - see
Verdier 1967, p. 94, no. 44, where it is attributed to the "workshop of Jean I Penicaud, Limoges, about 1530" , and where the Penicaud poinc;on under the transparent contre-email is
favourably compared with the Taillefer and Spitzer Collection examples).
The present confusion about the 'probably faked' evidence for dating the adoption of a transparent contre-email earlier than the late 1530 's can only be finally terminated by a specifically
targeted programme of scientific investigation. lts results will, also, help to achieve a more
accurate dating for the earliest poinc;ons but, perhaps even more importantly, it may succeed
in shedding light on the contentious dating ofThe Aeneid set- all 75 (or more) having a transparent contre-email but no poinc;on (see Netzer, 1999, pp . 52-4,70-3). The anonymaus
enameller, The Aeneid Master, has so far failed to be recognised and , consequently, has no
convincingly attributable ceuvre. The suggestion that he may be none other than Jean I Penicaud
(see Verdier 1967, p. 76) only serves to emphasize the need to clarify the question of dating the
earliest use ofthe Penicaud poinc;on (in conjunction with a transparent contre-email).
Because The Aeneid Master has copied so faithfully the 1502 woodcuts (first used to illustrate
Sebastian Brandt's edition ofVirgil , Opera), his own artistic personality is unrecognisable .
Like allfirst-class copyists, The Aeneid Master cannot be dated. However, on grounds of style,
the 1502 woodcuts would have been curiously old-fashioned by the late 1530's when the
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transparent contre-email first seems to have been in use in some Limoges workshops. So
exceptional and !arge a commission as TheAeneid set pre-supposes, on the one band, a patron
of distinction and, on the other hand, a leading workshop ofhigh reputation. Such a patron would
be unlikely to prefer the Late Gotic tradition at a time when the French court circles were
increasingly adopting the new styles ofthe ltalian Renaissance. Most unfortunately, no mention
oftbis unique Aeneid set has yet been found in any surviving archivs before the 19th century.
Consequently the earliest date at which The Aeneid Master might have been able to use transparent contre-email, has now become a crucial issue and, therefore, a targeted programm of
scientific investigation into this subject is most urgently recommended.
Finally, no less an authority than the Musees du Louvre's Marquet de Vasselot reported in 1921
that a leading restorer, M. Alfred Andre (1839-1919), "q ui excellait a faire !es reparations "a
chaud", a eu entre !es mains Ia plupart des emaux importants qui ont passe aParis entre 1870
et 1910 environ" (see Marquet de Vasselot 1921, p. 15, fn. 2). The method of'hot repairs' is
unfortunately not further elucidated but it now seems most likely that it refers to the type of
'patching' that I identified for the firsttime on items I have been cataloguing for Vol. IV ofmy
Waddesdon Bequest-Catalogue.

H itherto, the assumption has been made that the talented A lfred Andre "repainted damaged or
shattered areas and fired them at a temperature low enough to fuse the enamel without disturbing
the original work" (Caroselli, 1993, p. 37) but technically this has always seemed highly
improbable, whereas the new evidence provided by the Waddesdon Bequest offers a far more
acceptable alternative meaning to the term , !es reparations "achaud", especially in the context
of Alfred Andre's reputation as a craftsman of consummate skill.
In my opinion, each thin copper 'patch' would be enamelled- sometimes over foil- with
deceptively matehing colours and gilding; when the 'patch' was fixed in place, the joins between
old and new would be subtly masked by cold paint if the two surfaces had not fitted together
perfectly. After nearly a century, the cold paint may show signs of discoloration but the
enamelling (and gilding) on the thin copper patches is still in an excellent state.
An analysis ofthe coloured enamels on these ' patches ' might produce results that correspond
closely with the analyses ofpossible 'fakes ' and so provide more precise evidence ofa late
nineteenth century origin in Paris, where a trained team of assistants were employed in the
highly successful Andre workshop. lt had opened modestly in 1859 but, by 1880, had moved
to a !arge house at 15 rue Dufrenoy in the fashionable 16th arrondissement, conveniently near
to the Spitzer residence (see Marquet de Vasselot 1921 , p. 15, fn. 2, p. 186, fu. 3; R. Distelberger,
in Catalogue ofthe Western DecorativeArts, Part I, National Gallery of Art, Washington 1993 ,
pp.87-9 ; 282-7). Between 1880 and the death of Spitzer in 1890, therefore ; the working
relationship between Alfred Andre and Frederic Spitzer became even closer and, indeed, it
seams highly probable that the remuneration received from restoring Renaissance painted
enamels was often supplemented by adding ' improvements ' (especially in gold) and by making
outright 'fakes', which Spitzer would sell to carefully selected collectors.
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